FIVE STAR BANDS FOR PIN-UP BALL

RADIO SPONSORS' MAMMOTH SHOW

COMMERCIAL RADIO SPONSORS WHO HAVE ALREADY GIVEN SUCH A BIG FILLIP TO THE ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY HAVE ONCE AGAIN MADE THE NEWS WITH MORE WORK FOR THE MUSIC BUSINESS. THIS WEEK THE SPONSORS OF THE PIN UP GIRL PROGRAMME HEARD REGULARLY OVER RADIO LUXEMBOURG ARE TO SPONSOR A GRAND PIN UP BALL OF 1949 AT THE EMPRESS HALL, EARELS COURT.

There will be five famous bands to entertain the dancers at this magnificent gala night to be held on December 10 from 8 p.m. There will be Cyril Blackbeard and his Orchestra with Max Campbell, Bob Doolo and the Jingle Jangle Band, Harry Miller and his Bawd, Bill White and His Band with Bill Allen and Robert Ings, John Norman and his Orchestra with Lord Napier and. George Mac and His Swing Club. His Places, His Orchestra, and his 'The Toddy'.

The sponsors will also see the FARNON SESSIONS, the new Latin-American series featuring Stanley Black, featured at this ball. The series will continue until early May, when the Latin-American bands will return to full-time work in this country.

EIGHT WEEKS VARIETY FOR ELLINGTON

THE NEWSPAPER LEARNED LAST WEEK THAT COMMANDER AUGUSTE ELLINGTON, whose concert programme commences next week at the Empire, has been in London on business with his manager, who is also on film with Ealing. Ellington will appear in London on December 20, on the occasion of the opening of the new Ealing Studio. He will be accompanied by his new band, which he has recently formed and which has already established itself as one of the leading bands in America.

BAND PARADE IN NEW YEAR

THIS NEWSLETTER LEARNS OF A VACANT SPOT IN THE PROGRAMME ON NOVEMBER 11. THE SAMBA BAND OF STANLEY BLACK, featured in the new series of Latin-American programmes, will fill this vacancy. The band, which is one of the leading bands in America, will be stationed at the Empire next month, where it will give a series of concerts.

MENDOZA SPINS BACK IN MIDLANDS

Riddle, Monfort and his Band are due to open a new season at Mytilene, Alderley Edge, and the band will also be appearing at the Empire. Peter John and his Band are due to open a new season at the Empire. Peter John and his Band are due to open a new season at the Empire. Peter John and his Band are due to open a new season at the Empire. Peter John and his Band are due to open a new season at the Empire. Peter John and his Band are due to open a new season at the Empire. Peter John and his Band are due to open a new season at the Empire.

BAND PARADE IN NEW YEAR

THE NEWSPAPER LEARNS OF A VACANT SPOT IN THE PROGRAMME ON NOVEMBER 11. THE SAMBA BAND OF STANLEY BLACK, featured in the new series of Latin-American programmes, will fill this vacancy. The band, which is one of the leading bands in America, will be stationed at the Empire next month, where it will give a series of concerts.

Lawrence Wyatt Returns from Blackpool Successes

In a recent issue of the Musical Express, Lawrence Wyatt, the well-known radio and television personality, describes his experiences in Blackpool. Wyatt, who is well-known for his work in the music world, has been touring the town as a guest of the Blackpool Variety Club. Wyatt has been active in the music business for many years, and his contributions to the entertainment world have been widely recognised.

From the tree comes
TOO-WHIT
TOO-WHOO

FOR CONCERT AND BALLAD SINGERS

IN ALL THE WORLD

BILLY REID PUBLICATIONS
156 Charing Cross Rd., London, W.C.3
Telephone: TEMple 3211

Robert Forrest, leading man of the Futon Orchestra, is seen in action.
HOLLYWOOD HEADLINES

From LYNNE HAMMOND

By Lee Conway

SUNDAY is not very exciting toifilm fans who are not long back from the West Coast. The Hollywood stars who used to visit our city during the Golden Age of the movies are now less frequent visitors, and the excitement of their arrival is not as great as it used to be.

NEVERTHELESS we can still get a glimpse of the brighter stars of the film world by attending the Hollywood Bowl, where the stars are not only performers but also fans of the arts. The Bowl is a popular meeting place for the stars and their fans, and the concerts often feature the latest and greatest in film music.

This story was written by Frankly, I don't know why. The real reason is that I just wanted to write something. I thought it would be interesting to see how a story can be written without a clear idea of what it's about.

The Bowl is a popular meeting place for the stars and their fans, and the concerts often feature the latest and greatest in film music. The fans are always eager to see their favorite stars, and the stars are always happy to perform for them.

The Bowl is located in the heart of Hollywood, and it's a great place to see a concert. The acoustics are excellent, and the view of the city from the roof is spectacular. The food is good, and the prices are reasonable.

Accordian Times

Edited by J. J. BLACK

The Accordian Times is the official newspaper of the American Accordionists' Association. It is published monthly and contains news, reviews, and features about the accordion and its music. The paper is a valuable resource for anyone interested in the accordion and its history.

A SHAWL OF GALWAY GREY
I DON'T SEE YOU IN YOUR EYES ANY MORE
PIECE

Directed by Tom Smith

The story is about a woman who returns to her home town after many years. She is looking for her lost love, but he is no longer around. She meets her old friend, who tells her that he has seen him recently, but he is not sure where.
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THE GUARANTEED STRINGS

FOR ALL STRING PLAYERS

If you ever find a faulty, broken or lost string, just return it to us and we'll replace it FREE OF CHARGE.

Bargain Budget No. 1: Just Out!——You Must Not Miss It

BOOSEY & HAWKES LTD.
20 DIKMAN ST., LONDON, W.1
Telephone: W. 4134

THE COMPLETE STRINGS FOR IT! TUNE IT BACK TO PERFECTION WITH THE SUBSTITUTE.
THE LAST WORD AND THEN SOME

Steve Race does some flagrant poaching in this week's SOUND TRACK

Steve Race

In the midst of a description of the picture, the invisible portrait of Steve Race was dimly visible through the haze of smoke. The portrait was of a young man with a determined expression, and showed him in the middle of a scene from the picture. Steve Race, who makes his bow in the picture, is a promising young actor, and has been receiving much attention for his portrayal of the young hero. He has a distinctively wholesome appearance, and is well suited to the role.

Perry Como

New miniature works of the scores by IGOR STRAVINSKY and RACINE FRICKER

Reviewed by MALCOLM RAYMENT

SECOND THOUGHTS by Steve Race
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STAPLETON'S FINEST SHOW WITH INK SPOTS AT THE EMPRESS HALL LONDON

First Lady of "Ladies Night"

First Lady of "Ladies Night"

TCHAIKOVSKY FESTIVAL

STRAVINSKY

SOUND TRACK

BRUNO WALTER LEAVES

HOLLYWOOD HEADLINES

QUEBEC CONCERTO

SUNDAY SHOWS AT ASTON

MODERN MUSIC IN BRADFORD

TOP TEN

WEBSTER SENR. TAKES OVER

CLASSIFIED ANNOUNCEMENTS

1. "1 Don't See No Way to Serve My Agony, Mr. C. B.
2. "The Man Who Knew Too Much"
3. "Topo Gigio"
4. "Eve in the Sky" (played at the Empire, Cinema and Empress Hall London)
5. "Fire and Ice"
6. "Little Boy" (played by village group, Empire, Cinema and Empress Hall London)
7. "While the Angel Was Away"
8. "In the Heart of the Moon"
9. "Who's Hiding"
10. "Suspense" (played by village group, Empire, Cinema and Empress Hall London)

IMAS IS NeAR

GIFT PARCELS FROM FOOD TO NYLONS